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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Shoreview, MN – XMaLpha Technologies [http://XMaLpha.com] has been awarded a contract to provide
consulting services, training, and implementation expertise to the Kansas Legislature as part of its Strategic
Architecture Project. Commenting on the announcement, Devan Shepherd, CEO and Chief Technical Officer of
XMaLpha, stated, "We are very pleased by this appointment and are ideally suited to perform the tasks required
by the State of Kansas, having worked extensively on systems analyses and implementations in other State
Legislatures." Based on its experience in similar environments, and its knowledge of the unique operations
characterized by legislatures, XMaLpha will offer general consulting, assist with the construction of XML models,
provide knowledge transfer, and help the State of Kansas Team to design the tools required for automation of
the processes involved in creating bills, codifying laws, revising statutes, and publishing legislative documents.
Consultants at XMaLpha will assist the in-house team of professionals analyze, design and document existing and
anticipated new law making procedures. While each Legislature is unique, the experience that XMaLpha has
gained in similar Legislative bodies has helped it to develop a highly customizable, but proprietary, approach to
working with complex Legislative documents and processes. At XMaLpha, the focus is on analysis of the existing
technologies and application infrastructures, creation of new architecture designs, and the application of
consistent, affordable, and effective standards-based XML technologies in the Legislative environment.

For additional information, contact:
Katherine Shepherd – info@XMaLpha.com, toll-free: +1.877.XML.Plan
About XMaLpha Technologies [http://XMaLpha.com]
XMaLpha provides analysis, design, education, systems integration, programming, and implementation of robust,
industrial-strength solutions that employ structurally-rich XML documents. XMaLpha consultants offer technical
expertise in XML, Web Services, Java, .NET, and related technologies. The Legislative Solutions™ practice group
within XMaLpha specializes in the automation of authoring, storage, engrossment, and publishing of complex
documents. Professionals from XMaLpha partner with State and Federal Government subject matter experts, to
design and realize efficient, customized solutions.
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